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Many types of industrial equipment can potentially
produce an explosive oil mist if a fault develops. As part of
controlling the risk, the Dangerous Substances and
Explosive Atmospheres Regulations (DSEAR) require risk
based ‘area classification’ in places where oil mists can be
produced. However, information on the conditions in
which a mist can be ignited and continue to burn is limited.
This report summarises the outcome of research done by
Cardiff University and HSE researchers in a Joint Industry
Project co-funded by 14 industry sponsors and HSE.
The research covered: a literature review which showed
that existing information was relatively sparse and
sometimes contradictory or inconclusive (RR980);
development of a draft scheme to group combustible fluids
(RR1108); experimental work which showed that fluids
from each group gave significantly different combustion
behaviour (RR1109, RR1110); computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) modelling (RR1111) which identified that droplet size
and concentration can only be predicted with reasonable
accuracy for some fluid groups and operating conditions.
An important finding from this research has been that
existing models (and industry guidance that uses those
models) only cover a subset of the ways oil leaks can break
up to form mists and how readily those mists can then be
ignited.

This report and the work it describes were funded through a Joint
Industry Project. Its contents, including any opinions and/or
conclusions expressed, are those of the authors alone and do not
necessarily reflect HSE policy or the views of the Joint Industry Project
sponsors.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
•
•
•

Flammable liquids released under pressure at temperatures below their flash point may
form a mist which may be ignited and explode. This is recognised in the ATEX
Directives, where the definition of explosive atmospheres includes flammable mists.
An earlier review of reported mist explosion events revealed a significant number of
incidents, a large proportion of which resulted in multiple fatal injuries.
The current guidance on the hazard is limited, brief and largely qualitative.

Objective
• To expand the scientific understanding of mist ignition, in order to assist others
to develop better practical guidance on the likelihood of mist formation, and the
mitigation measures that may be taken.
• The approach to this objective was through:
o A review of relevant literature.
o The development of a potential classification scheme for liquids capable of
forming flammable mists.
o Practical tests on different fluids at a range of pressures to ascertain limiting
conditions for ignition.
o Modelling work which would use models of the leak behaviour together with
the limiting ignition conditions to define properties important to area
classification to allow a wider study of the extent of the flammable envelope.
Main Findings
• The studies have shown that the formation of a flammable mist is a more complex
phenomenon than was previously recognised.
• Existing information is relatively sparse and sometimes contradictory or inconclusive.
• Different fluids have significantly different behaviour and for area classification there
may be benefit in assessing different materials separately. Overall, the results suggest
that the properties leading to fluid break-up may be more significant than other factors,
such as pressure. Changes in temperature could affect the likelihood of ignition,
probably by changing break-up properties.
• Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models can provide reasonably good predictions
of the droplet sizes and concentrations for atomising sprays. The results from models
were consistent with the existing EI15 guidance.
• Kerosene mist was ignited at all the pressures tested. Previously it was assumed that
below a certain pressure (5 bar or 10 bar) a leak could not produce ignitable droplets.
The tests showed that any such limit is below the lowest test pressure of 1.7 bar.
• With some other fluids, low pressure leaks were difficult to ignite in practice.
• The classification scheme developed for the project showed some merit: fluids from
different classes showed differences in ignition behaviour in the way that would be
expected.
• Only a limited amount of new information could be produced. This was not
comprehensive enough to allow industry to generate comprehensive guidance.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION

OIL MISTS JOINT INDUSTRY PROJECT

This report summarises a project that aimed to develop the understanding of flammable mists
formed during accidental leaks of combustible fluids at temperatures below their flash point.
The project was carried out as a joint industry venture, led by the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) and with additional sponsorship from fourteen other organisations:
Office for Nuclear Regulation
Maersk Oil North Sea UK Limited
BP Exploration Operating Company Ltd
Conoco Phillips (UK) Ltd
Nexen Petroleum UK Ltd
National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM)
Statoil Petroleum AS
GE Power and Water
Atkins Ltd
Frazer-Nash Consultancy Ltd
Syngenta Ltd
Aero Engine Controls
Energy Institute
RWE Generation UK
The work was directed by a steering committee, chaired by HSE with each sponsoring group or
individual organisation having a voting seat. During the project, the steering committee made
decisions on the objectives and priorities at a number of points.
The project included a programme of experimental work that was carried out by staff at Cardiff
University’s Gas Turbine Research Centre (GTRC). Other parts of the technical work were
carried out by HSE scientists.
This report:
•

gives a summary of the project aims;

•

summarises the work carried out in each of the technical areas addressed within the
project; and

•

draws conclusions from the results of that work.

Full reports on each work area are available separately.

1.2

BACKGROUND

When systems handle or use combustible gases or liquids, there is the potential that any leak
could form the fuel for a fire or explosion event. This, in turn, could result in direct harm to
1

people or significant material losses. There is also the potential for the ignition of such leaks to
lead to escalating events that could result in greater harm.
For any such leaks, the combustible material from the leak can spread out and will eventually
dilute to a level where an explosion is no longer possible.
Authorities managing safety expect suitable controls to be in place to reduce the likelihood of
large leaks, such as those from catastrophic failure of pressure vessels or complete pipeline
ruptures, to an acceptably low level.
The European ATEX directive, implemented in the UK as the Dangerous Substances and
Explosive Atmospheres Regulations (DSEAR), recognises that even with well-designed and
correctly maintained systems there are likely to be small leaks from time to time. An area where
an explosive atmosphere may occur in quantities that require special precautions to protect the
health and safety of workers is defined as hazardous. Within that hazardous area, appropriate
special precautions must be taken.
For gases, there are well established systems for determining the area around any potential leak
site where an ignition source could create an explosion. Examples are BS EN 60079-10
(BSI,2009), EI15 (Energy Institute, 2005) and IGEM/SR/25 (IGEM, 2000).
Flammable liquids released under pressure at temperatures below their flash point may form a
mist which may be ignited and explode. This is recognised in the ATEX Directives, where
explosive atmospheres are defined as mixtures with air, under atmospheric conditions, of
flammable substances in the form of gases, vapours, mists or dusts etc.
Until relatively recently it was generally assumed that mist explosions were relatively rare.
However, a review of reported events (Santon,2009) revealed a significant number of incidents,
a large proportion of which resulted in multiple fatal injuries.
Current guidance on mist explosion hazards is poorly quantified. The main area classification
standard, IEC 60079-10-1 (IEC, 2008), contains Annex D on the topic, but this does not provide
any simple guidance. The recent revision of EI15 still contains only limited comment on mists
from higher boiling point liquids, and the current HSE guidance (HSE, 2009) is similarly brief
and largely qualitative.
Even when the need for protected equipment is identified by area classification, there are no
specific relevant standards in the IEC 60079 series against which equipment can be designed,
tested or ATEX certified against mist exposure.

1.3

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the work described in this report was to assist the development of practical
guidance on the likelihood of mist formation and the mitigation measures that may be taken.
It was recognised from the outset that area classification for mists was at a very early stage. This
is particularly true when compared with gases, where there is more than 100 years of study
supporting current standards and guidance.
One of the most supported guidance documents for area classification for liquid leaks is that
produced by the Energy Institute in EI15 (Energy Institute, 2005). This gives hazard distances
for a wide range of liquid leaks, including volatile and flashing liquids. The calculations are
2

based on the DNV PHAST approach, and cover four hole sizes from 1 mm to 10 mm and four
pressures from 5 bar to 100 bar. Perceived limitations of this approach are:
•

All non-volatile / non-flashing liquids are grouped together. It could be anticipated that
higher boiling point, higher flashpoint liquids such as hydraulic oils would behave
differently to less viscous, lower flashpoint liquids such as diesel fuel.

•

While it probably reflects the ‘state of the art’, the data supporting the approach is
limited.

•

The range of hole sizes does not cover smaller pinhole leaks (0.5 mm or even 0.25 mm)
that could be considered in some cases.

A specific objective of this work was to assess the ignition risks for different high-flashpoint
fluids, allowing a greater ‘granularity’ of approach to area classification. This might then allow
guidance to distinguish between fluids that produce a flammable mist and others that do not,
and to do this across a range of hole sizes and system pressures.

1.4

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The planned approach to the project covered four main areas:
1. A systematic review of relevant literature to determine the current state of knowledge
supporting area classification for mists. This would focus on changes since the last
equivalent review (Eckhoff, 1995).
2. The development of a potential classification scheme for liquids capable of forming
flammable mists. This would allow guidance to be more targeted for different users, and
avoid case by case calculations.
3. Practical tests on different fluids at a range of pressures to ascertain limiting conditions
for ignition. It was recognised that it would be impractical to cover a large number of
fluids, and that it would not be practical to examine the full extent of the downstream
flammable envelope where this extended for longer distances. Consequently, it was
planned to carry out a limited range of tests and to approach the flammable envelope
radially. The mist conditions at the limiting radii would then be measured, allowing the
ignitable mist to be specified. This would be equivalent to the lower flammable limit for
gases, but could be affected by properties such as liquid flashpoint and droplet size as
well as concentration.
4. Modelling work which would then allow a wider study of the extent of the flammable
envelope. This would use models of the leak behaviour together with the limiting
ignition conditions to define properties important to area classification. These would
include the maximum extent of the flammable cloud and the cloud volume, the latter
allowing the potential to define a lower volume limit for mists, below which the
flammable cloud is so small that ignition would not be hazardous even if it occurred
(equivalent to the Vz concept for gases). The modelling could include simple models,
but would also involve 3D field models (computational fluid dynamics, CFD) to include
physical behaviours in greater detail.

3
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2.1

STUDY OF AVAILABLE LITERATURE

LITERATURE REVIEW

The first stage of the project work 1 was to review the existing literature on the topic. In
particular, there was a perceived need to update a substantial literature survey conducted
previously (Eckhoff, 1995).
The objective was, therefore, to survey the recent literature on flammable mists and pull
together information that would be useful to develop a Hazardous Area Classification
methodology for explosive mist atmospheres.
This work was undertaken by HSE scientists
Rather than providing a wide-ranging review of the whole field of mist formation, ignition and
flammability of liquid fuels, the HSE review concentrated on addressing two fundamental
questions:
•

Firstly, when is a mist flammable?

•

Secondly, how can a flammable mist be produced?

In answering these questions, efforts were concentrated on the need to develop a relatively
simple quantitative method for predicting the likelihood of the formation of a flammable mist
in an industrial context. The review also considered briefly some measures that can be used to
mitigate mist hazards. The severity and consequences of mist explosions were not examined in
detail.
The central issue of mist flammability was discussed with reference to five measurable
parameters: the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL), Minimum Ignition Energy (MIE), Maximum
Experimental Safe Gap (MESG), Minimum Igniting Current (MIC), and Minimum Hot Surface
Ignition Temperature (MHSIT). Measurements of these quantities in mists were analysed and
models for their prediction were discussed.
It was shown that the LEL of a mist can fall to as low as 10% of the LEL of the vapour of the
same substance. This reduction in the LEL is related to the size of the droplets in the mist, with
the lowest LEL being produced by the largest droplets. For mists composed of small droplets
(< 20 μm), the LEL is approximately equal to that of the equivalent vapour mixture.
However, the energy needed to ignite a mist increases significantly with droplet size, so that
those mists with the lower LEL values may be difficult to ignite in practice.
An area classification methodology for mists could potentially be based on assuming that the
LEL of a mist is equal to the equivalent vapour LEL, or some fraction thereof. Rather than
apply a single value of the LEL in all cases, the methodology could take into account the fact
that mists produced by sprays tend to be composed of much larger droplets than those produced
by condensation aerosols. If the only mechanism that could give rise to a mist was a
condensation aerosol, then it may be more appropriate to use a higher value of the LEL than for

1

In view of the importance of this work to subsequent work on Area Classification for oil mist hazards, HSE
underwrote the effort involved in conducting and reporting the literature survey, allowing it to begin prior to the
formal commencement of the Oil Mist Joint Industry Project.

4

cases where mists are generated by sprays. Similarly, the nature of the potential ignition sources
could have an impact on the criteria used to define the flammable mist cloud extent.
In general, measurements reported in the literature indicate that mists are more difficult to ignite
than their equivalent vapours. The MIE, MESG and MHSIT are all slightly higher for a mist
than they are for the vapour. This may provide a potentially simple route for the selection of
equipment for use in mist atmospheres: i.e. based on its rating for the equivalent vapour
atmosphere, in terms of gas group and temperature class. Further analysis and measurements are
required to confirm that this is a safe approach, as the data is relatively limited.
The second main issue of mist generation was examined under four categories: mists produced
by pressurised sprays, condensation aerosols, agitation/splashing/sloshing and air stripping. Of
these, the primary focus was on spray releases and condensation aerosols, which were
considered to be the most likely sources of mists. Measurements undertaken in sprays were
described and models were discussed. Tentative proposals were suggested for developing area
classification guidance based on the prediction of the flammable cloud size in unconfined
releases and those in ventilated enclosures.
Although tentative proposals for the development of an area classification methodology for
mists were put forward, it was recognised that these proposals had not yet been scrutinised
rigorously. Therefore, it was noted that some of the concepts may be impractical or provide
results that are unsustainably under- or over-conservative.
The results of the literature survey were presented in full in a report (Ga and summarised in a
paper presented at the Hazards XXIII conference (Gant et al, 2012). Following agreement from
the JIP Steering Committee, the full report was made publicly available by HSE (Gant, 2013).
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3

CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

One of the problems identified following the literature survey was that the existing models,
particularly those predicting if and how a given leak might break up, needed a detailed
knowledge of the physical properties of the liquids.
This would be difficult to incorporate directly into simple guidance, as some of the properties –
surface tension for example – are not normally quoted for most materials. Also, some properties
depend on the operating conditions at the time of release – viscosity is strongly affected by
temperature for most fluids, for example.
At an early ‘stakeholder meeting’, prior to the start of the JIP, a list was created of the range of
fluids of particular interest to those individuals and organisations represented.
This list comprised 12 different materials, many of which actually cover a range of fluids:
•

Lubricating Oil

•

Hydraulic Oil

•

Light Fuel Oil

•

Heavy Fuel Oil

•

Jet Fuel/Kerosene

•

Diesel

•

Bio-diesel

•

Vegetable Oil

•

Heat Transfer Fluids

•

Transformer Oil

•

Process Fluids (for example, Solvesso)

•

White Spirit

Attempting to compile a list of relevant physical properties even for example materials from this
list proved to be difficult.
It was recognised during early JIP discussions that it would be very useful if fluids could be
assigned to one of a small number of groups, analogous to the Gas Group/Temperature Class
approach used in area classification for gases.
HSE researchers studied the possibilities for creating groups, based on the properties that were
likely to be of most importance to oil mist explosion hazards (Burrell 2012) (Needs RR
reference and number).
A classification system was developed based on the flashpoint and estimated ease of
atomisation, and the ‘fluids of interest’ were separated into three groups. Group one, “volatile
fuels and solvents”, atomise easily and have a relatively low flashpoint, a typical example being
diesel. Group two, “lubricants”, consists of heat transfer fluids and various application oils that
have both a high flashpoint and a high resistance to atomisation. Group three, “fuel oils”,
consists of petroleum fractions that have a low flashpoint and high resistance to atomisation at
ambient temperature.
6

At elevated temperatures the properties would change, such that the behaviour of heated “fuel
oils” would become similar to that of diesel. Limited data were found for the properties of biodiesel, which indicated that its behaviour lies between “lubricants” and “volatile fuels”.
Calculations were made at a standardised set of conditions (a 10 bar release from a 1 mm
orifice), allowing the predicted atomisation behaviour to be quantified. Figure 1 shows the
flashpoint of the ‘stakeholder’ fluids plotted against the atomisation correlation developed by
Ohnesorge (Ohnesorge, 1936).

Figure 1: Grouping of ‘stakeholder’ fluids by flashpoint and atomisation criteria

On the chart in Figure 1, the three groups fall in three of the four quadrants, one of which does
not contain any of the ‘stakeholder’ fluids.
The ‘lower’ quadrants are bounded by flashpoints in the range 32°C to 125°C.
The lower bound is a practical one, as it can reasonably be assumed that all fluids classified as
Highly Flammable can create a Hazardous Area if they can leak.
The upper bound is an arbitrary choice based on the observed groupings.
The ‘left’ and ‘right’ quadrants are bounded by a factor of two in comparison to the Ohnesorge
correlation for a 10 bar, 1 mm diameter leak.
This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2. Each quadrant is identified as a different ‘Releaseclass’ (this term is used to distinguish it from existing classification schemes used for other
purposes). It should be noted that the specific values used in these bounds are arbitrary,
representing the best judgement at the present time. It may be that, in the future, other evidence
7

becomes available to adjust the bounding values; that consideration of additional materials
suggests some changes, or that consideration of theory leads to other bounding values.

Figure 2: Fluid Classification Diagram
The four classifications made with this approach and bounds are:
Release-class I.

More volatile fluids that are more prone to atomisation (lower right in
Figure 2), such as many commercial fuels.

Release-class II.

More volatile fluids that are less prone to atomisation (lower left in
Figure 2), such as more viscous fuel oils at ambient temperatures.

Release-class III. Less volatile fluids that are also less prone to atomisation (upper left in
Figure 2), such as many lubricants and hydraulic fluids at cooler (near
ambient) temperatures.
Release-class IV. Less volatile fluids that are more prone to atomisation (upper right in
Figure 2), such as many lubricants and hydraulic fluids in hotter
conditions that may arise during use.
This final class is not represented directly in the ‘stakeholder’ fluids list at ambient
temperatures, although it can be noted that Release-class III (“upper left”) fluids may move into
Release-class IV when considering their physical properties if they are heated. Some of the
fluids shown in Release-class III (notably lubricating and hydraulic oils) can be heated
significantly during use. This could be critical in assigning a Release-class, and for a given
8

situation the fluid properties at the worst case conditions (typically the highest operating
temperature of the fluid) should be used when determining the Release-class.
An exemplar was chosen for each Release-class to limit the number of fluids required for the
experimental studies. The HSE report recommended five fluids for testing: kerosene, a
lubricating oil, a light fuel oil, the same light fuel oil preheated to increase atomisation and biodiesel.
Bio-diesel was recommended for testing as the wide range of properties quoted for different biodiesels meant that it was difficult to assign a generic class. However, the same range of
properties meant that it was not possible to cover ‘bio-diesel’ in a relatively small test
programme, so it was discounted.
Following discussion between the project coordinator and specialists in experimental testing
(staff from GTRC and HSE scientists), the steering committee approved four materials for the
test programme:
•

“Jet A1”, a kerosene blend that is tightly specified for aero-engine use. This exemplifies
Release-class I (more volatile and more atomising) fluids.

•

Light Fuel Oil (LFO), a hydrocarbon mix meeting the requirements for BS2869
Class E. At ambient temperatures this gives leaks that exemplify Release-class II (more
volatile but less atomising) fluids.

•

Mobil DTE Heavy-Medium VG68, an hydraulic oil chosen as it was expected to have
similar fluid properties to LFO but a much higher flashpoint. At ambient temperatures
this gives leaks that exemplify Release-class III (less volatile and less atomising) fluids.

•

LFO preheated before release. This was chosen to investigate the effect of changing the
physical properties at the release point, when heating changed the leak from Releaseclass II to Release-class I.

Reflecting the ‘stakeholder fluids’, no attempt was made to identify and test a fluid whose
ambient temperature properties gave a Release-class IV situation.

9

4
4.1

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

Experimental studies into the potential for ignition of small leaks of liquids below their
flashpoints were carried out at the Gas Turbine Research Centre (GTRC) run by Cardiff
University.
The objective of the experimental work was to conduct practical tests on different fluids at a
range of pressures to ascertain limiting conditions for ignition.
It was recognised that it would be impractical to cover a large number of fluids, and that it
would not be practical to examine the full extent of the downstream flammable envelope where
this extended for longer distances. Consequently, it was planned to carry out a limited range of
tests and to approach the flammable envelope radially.
The mist conditions at the limiting radii would then be measured, allowing the ignitable mist to
be specified. This would be equivalent to the lower flammable limit for gases, but could be
affected by properties such as liquid flashpoint and droplet size as well as concentration.
The planned work covered four release fluids, as discussed in Section 3:
•

“Jet A1”, a kerosene blend that is tightly specified for aero-engine use. This exemplifies
Release-class I (more volatile and more atomising) fluids.

•

Light Fuel Oil (LFO), a hydrocarbon mix meeting the requirements for BS2869
Class E. At ambient temperatures this gives leaks that exemplify Release-class II (more
volatile but less atomising) fluids.

•

Mobil DTE Heavy-Medium VG68, an hydraulic oil chosen as it was expected to have
similar fluid properties to LFO but a much higher flash point. At ambient temperatures
this gives leaks that exemplify Release-class III (less volatile and less atomising) fluids.

•

LFO preheated before release. This was chosen to investigate the effect of changing
physical properties at the release point, when heating changed the leak from Releaseclass II to Release-class I.

•

The majority of the tests would be on ‘free’ jets of mist and entrained air, focussing on
the determination of the location of the flammable envelope to allow detailed
examination of the mist at the envelope.

However, it was also planned to include a short programme of tests where the leak impinged on
a solid object, recognising that this was a possible, even likely, event for some leaks.
The experimentation took place in three stages. The work planned at the beginning of the
project covered the first two stages.
The first stage (described by GTRC as “Phase One”) comprised ignition tests on spray releases
of the four fluids: Jet A1, hydraulic oil and LFO plus LFO at elevated temperatures, and
impingement tests.
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The second stage (“Phase Two”) comprised measurement of the droplet size, concentration and
velocity at points identified in the first stage.
On completion of the second stage, a further stage of testing was agreed beyond that originally
anticipated.
The final stage (“Phase Three”) comprised both ignition and jet measurement tests on hydraulic
fluid at higher pressures.
GTRC have produced two detailed reports during the project: an initial report covering the first
stage of work (Mouzakitis et al, 2017a) and a final report covering the second and final stages
(Mouzakitis et al, 2017b).
It was recognised from the outset that aerosols from accidental leaks would differ from those
produced by engineered spray nozzles. Such nozzles are designed to alter either the spray
pattern or the droplet size range (or both) when compared with leaks from simple holes. The
tests were all based around jets issuing vertically downward from a 1 mm diameter, smoothbore cylindrical orifice contained within a 1.2 metre square, 2.5 metre tall test chamber.
The size and concentration measurements were made using a laser-based Phase Doppler
Anemometer.
The ignition tests all used a 1 joule electric spark. Prior to the start of experimental work, there
was considerable discussion within the project’s Steering Committee regarding the ignition
source. The intention was for the source to represent a credible upper limit for most situations
where area classification would be considered. While most commonly occurring electrical
sparks are significantly lower in energy, the consensus view was that 1J represented a
reasonable upper limit.
Situations with the potential for higher energy ignition sources (sparks or even naked flames)
may exist in a few cases, but these were considered to be sufficiently unusual that they would be
outside the scope of normal guidance.
Within this project, no attempt was made to assess the potential for ignition by hot surfaces.
It is perhaps worth noting that area classification for gases does not consider ease of ignition
(although this is a factor in determining the ATEX equipment within the hazardous area).
Rather, the LEL for the gas is used, and this is determined using very powerful ignition sources
(chemical igniters in excess of 1kJ). The approach taken in this project is, therefore, inherently
less conservative than that used for gas area classification.

4.2

IGNITION RESULTS

Results of the main ignition studies were covered in the first GTRC report (Mouzakitis, 2017a).
These experiments were planned to cover three fluids (kerosene, hydraulic oil and LFO, the
latter at ambient and elevated temperatures). Each fluid was to be tested with leaks at 4
pressures: 5 bar, 10 bar, 15 bar and 20 bar (gauge pressures).
Additional ignition work on hydraulic oil leaks at significantly higher pressures (up to 150 bar)
was described in the second report (Mouzakitis et al, 2017b).
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4.2.1

Kerosene (Jet A1) Leaks

Ignition tests were initially carried out on leaks from 5 bar pressure to 20 bar pressure.
In each case the mist jet was ignitable.
For the 5 bar and 10 bar cases, the radial extent of the flammable envelope was determined for
distances up to 1.5 m from the release point. For the two higher pressures, ignition was seen at
all the positions that were tested.
It was noted that for the 5 bar leaks the flame only propagated with the flow, away from the
release point. At the higher pressures, burning propagated back to the release point.
As this probably indicated poorer combustion at the lowest pressure, additional ignition tests on
leaks from pressures as low as 1.7 bar were carried out.
Again these showed ignitions in each case.
It is often considered that leaks from systems below 5 bar will not pose an ignition risk. These
tests have clearly shown that this is not the case, and that kerosene leaks at 1.7 bar can be
ignited with a 1 J spark. As this was the lowest practical pressure in the test rig, even the 1.7 bar
figure does not necessarily represent a lower limit.

4.2.2

Hydraulic Oil Leaks

Ignition tests were initially carried out on leaks from 5 bar pressure to 20 bar pressure.
In none of the cases was the mist jet ignited.
Subsequently the test rig fluid delivery system was extensively modified to allow much higher
pressures to be investigated. This could be particularly relevant for hydraulic oils, as many
hydraulic systems include high pressure sections.
Further tests were carried out at release pressures of 30 bar, 70 bar, 110 bar and 130 bar.
Again there was no sustained combustion, although the GTRC team reported some indication of
very short lived ‘flashes’ appearing occasionally around the ignition point.
The hydraulic oil results show very clear differences to those for kerosene, indicating that – at
the very least – there is merit in considering different release categories.
The results imply that there is little or no ignition risk within the jet produced by an hydraulic
oil leak at near-ambient temperatures. Either the mist itself is not ignitable, which is likely to
have been the case with the lower pressures, or at higher pressures the flow was of high enough
velocity and turbulence to create sufficient local flame stretch to quench any ignition before the
initial flame kernel grew.
The experimental work does not provide information to assess whether the high pressure
releases would create a mist that supported sustained burning further along the jet length or if it
were confined in a room with low ventilation that allowed a more quiescent mist to build up.
It is possible that the energetic release would entrain sufficient air to dilute the mist below
ignitable levels before sustained burning could occur, but this is not certain.
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4.2.3

Light Fuel Oil

Tests were carried out at the planned pressures with Light Fuel Oil (LFO) at both ambient
temperature and heated to 70°C.
The higher temperature leaks were undertaken to examine the effect of changing physical
properties at the release point while keeping other aspects of the fuel the same. At the point of
release, the fluid will be appreciably closer to its flashpoint (for the LFO, the flashpoint was
81°C). However, it can be expected that the mist will cool quickly as ambient air is entrained
into the jet release. For test ignitions more distant from the release point, small droplets may be
at a similar temperature to those released at ambient temperature in the first place.
In the tests with leaks at ambient temperature, no ignitions were observed across the range of
pressures up to 20 bar.
For leaks of LFO at elevated temperature, ignitions were seen at all of the test pressures. The
5 bar leak was only ignited close to the release point. The 10 bar and 15 bar releases were
ignited at points along the whole of the tested length (up to 1.5 m from the release point) and the
ignition envelope could be defined. The 20 bar releases showed mixed results, with ignitions up
to 0.9 m from the release point. In all the cases, combustion failed to propagate back towards
the release point.
The results clearly demonstrate that it is important to consider the process conditions if an
accurate assessment of ignition potential is to be made.
4.2.4

Impinging mist jets

Impingement was anticipated to result in a secondary mist with a smaller mass (some fluid
would adhere to the surface) of smaller droplets. Because of this, it was deemed likely that
impingement of leaks that were already an ignition risk would reduce the size of the ignitable
envelope, but that there was the potential for leaks that were not initially ignitable in the free jet
to become ignitable after impingement.
The impingement tests were only carried out for jets which had not shown ignition in the main
tests.
For hydraulic oil, tests were carried out with the jet impinging on a flat plate 0.4 m from the
release point. No ignitions were observed at any of the four leak pressures. The impingement
plate was moved closer, to only 0.145 m from the release point and a single test carried out at
20 bar pressure. Again no ignition was observed, and it was deemed unnecessary to carry out
further testing at the lower pressures because ignitions would not be expected.
For ambient temperature LFO, the test programme began at the higher pressure. With
impingement 0.15 m from the release point, no ignition was seen at 20 bar. Again it was
deemed unnecessary to carry out further testing at the lower pressures because ignitions would
not be expected. The impingement plate was moved further away, to 0.4 m from the release
point, and an ignition was observed with 20 bar pressure. No ignition was seen when the
pressure was reduced to 15 bar.
Heated LFO had shown ignitions at all release pressures in the ‘free jet’ condition, but
combustion was limited to the region of the jet beyond the ignition point. Impingement of 70°C
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LFO on a plate at 0.4 m from the release point resulted in ignitions propagating throughout the
release at all four pressures.
The ignition tests demonstrate that there is the potential for impingement to make a leak easier
to ignite, but it is by no means the case that all impinged jets become hazardous.

4.3

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

4.3.1

Introduction

It had been anticipated at the planning stage that the ignition tests would show a range of
ignition conditions that changed for each fluid.
In fact the results showed two fluids (kerosene and heated LFO) that showed ignitions
throughout the pressure range, and two other fluids (hydraulic oil and LFO at ambient
temperature) where no ignitions were observed at all.
Given this, the initial plan of measuring droplet size and concentration on either side of the
ignition points in each jet had to be revised. Measurements were made in each leak condition
along the jet centreline and at the ‘edge’ of the jet. For the ignitable leaks the ‘edge’ was taken
as the ignition envelope. For those leaks where no ignitions were observed, the edge was taken
as a point just inside the visible extent of the mist.
Measurements were made at these locations using a Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA) system,
a laser based instrument that measures the size and speed of each droplet that passes through the
small ‘control volume’ of space at the measurement point.
The individual measurements, of which there may be many thousands, can be analysed to give
the average velocity, liquid concentration and various presentations of the droplet sizes. The
most commonly used measure of droplet size is the ‘Sauter Mean Diameter’ (SMD) which is the
diameter of a particle with the average surface area to volume ratio of the set of measured
droplets.
The PDA approach – like any measurement technique – has its limitations. The limitations of
most significance in this work are:
•

it can only measure one droplet at a time. If more than one droplet passes through the
‘measurement volume’ at the same time the system recognises that its optical ‘signal’
is corrupted and a diameter measurement is not produced, although the droplet is still
included in the count;

•

there are limits to the range of sizes that can be measured. At the small end, this is not
significant but if large droplets are discounted as ‘errors’ this could make a significant
difference to the average concentration. Even a small number of large droplets may
contain a significant proportion of the total mass of liquid;

•

it needs the droplets to be spherical to give accurate size measurements. Typically
small droplets will be close to perfect spheres, whilst larger droplets may be distorted.
Again, distorted droplets are counted but diameter measurements may not be produced.
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Also, any ‘ligaments’ of liquid significantly larger than the control volume will not be
measured; and
•

very high concentrations may obscure the optical path of the laser beams, at least from
time to time, which may bias measurements towards those sizes that occur during
optimum measuring conditions.

Nevertheless, the PDA approach represents the best overall system for making such
measurements, particularly as its optimal performance is over the range of droplet sizes thought
to be ignitable in literature. Its flexibility in setup also allows for conditions where the size of
the droplets to be measured is unknown beforehand.
It was noted during analysis of the early measurements that the standard software for the PDA
instrument was unable to assess concentration values well for cases where the number of
droplets being measured was small. GTRC developed an alternate approach for analysing the
raw data to give a more robust measure of concentration.
Measurements were made for each of the leak cases in the ignition test programme.
4.3.2

Results

Detailed results are given in the second GTRC report (Mouzakitis et al, 2017b).
The key findings were:
•

For all the leaks, the release consisted of a dense liquid core surrounded by finer
droplets.

•

For all the leaks the droplets within the liquid core were moving at higher velocities
and had a larger SMD than the surrounding droplets. The finer surrounding droplets
had very low axial and radial velocity components, such that they formed a low
velocity mist around the central core.

•

For most of the measurement positions the PDA software was unable to provide
concentrations for the spray surrounding the liquid core as too few droplets could be
measured, so fuel concentrations had to be calculated from raw droplet data.

•

Where the PDA software algorithm could calculate concentration values, these were
found to be in reasonable agreement with the values from the GTRC method.

•

The measured SMDs were compared with the calculated global SMD from correlations
found in the literature, and it was determined that the correlation of Maragkos provided
the best fit to the kerosene and hydraulic oil data, and was the more safety-conservative
of the correlations for LFO – where none of the models performed as well.

•

For kerosene, fine droplets were measured throughout the mist. The measured
concentrations at the ignition boundary were close to the equivalent vapour ‘lower
explosive limit’ (LEL).

•

For hydraulic oil, few droplets were measured except at the highest pressures. At lower
pressures the release remained as a continuous liquid stream or long fluid ligaments
that were difficult for the PDA to measure.
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•

4.4

For LFO at ambient temperatures, the situation was similar to hydraulic oil, with the
release remaining as a continuous liquid stream or long fluid ligaments for which the
PDA could not produce detailed measurements. For the heated LFO, more small
droplets were measured, although the SMD was still large compared with the kerosene
leaks.

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE MEASUREMENTS

The ignition tests showed that different fluids can have significantly different behaviours and
that for area classification there may be benefit in assessing different classes of release
separately.
Overall, the results suggest that the properties leading to fluid break-up may be more significant
than other factors, such as pressure.
The kerosene tests showed that ignition was possible even in leaks at low pressure.
The hydraulic oil tests showed that low pressure leaks were difficult to ignite in practice. With
higher pressure leaks there was some evidence of ignition, but that in the test environment any
flame rapidly self-extinguished. In the current test rig it was not possible to create a high
pressure release of sufficient extent to allow the initial jet velocity to decay. Leaks at higher
pressure in larger spaces need further assessment.
The LFO tests showed that changes in temperature could affect the likelihood of ignition, which
is likely to be a function of changing break-up properties.
The measurements of droplet size and concentration showed that the PDA system had problems
measuring some of the leaks. The best performance was with the most ignitable leaks.
Detailed measurements were produced to inform modelling work. However, PDA
measurements can only be made of droplets and not of any contiguous liquid core or large fluid
ligaments. Because of this, the results cover a spectrum from qualitatively very good where the
leak was fully atomised to those that were too problematic to be of use where there was little or
no break-up. Unfortunately, there appears to be no simple way of assessing how significant the
errors may be in a given dataset. Therefore any modelling work needs to be cognisant of
potential errors in some of the aggregated values.
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5
5.1

MODELLING OF LEAKS

INTRODUCTION

It was clear from the experimental data that the initial plan for modelling the releases to define
flammable envelopes would have limited success, due to the uncertainties over the limiting
ignition conditions.
However, the data that had been obtained allowed assessment of the capability of CFD to model
the mist releases themselves, and to determine the best approach to that modelling.
Work on this has been carried out by staff in the HSE scientists. Their report (Coldrick and
Gant, 2017) describes the development and validation of CFD spray models using data from the
GTRC experiments. The overall aim of the work was to determine whether CFD models could
be used reliably to predict the extent of flammable mist clouds.
The CFD modelling used an Eulerian-Lagrangian approach in which the GTRC spray booth was
represented by a fixed computational mesh and the spray was represented by individual particles
that were tracked through the flow. Particles were injected at the nozzle location and allowed to
break apart under aerodynamic forces. The model accounted for the transfer of mass,
momentum and energy between the droplets and the surrounding air. The main uncertainties
that were investigated in the validation exercise were the specification of the correct spray cone
angle and the choice of appropriate primary and secondary breakup models.
It was not feasible to run all the possible combinations of models for all four test liquids at all
four pressures. Therefore, an initial set of screening simulations was carried out to assess the
performance of the various spray cone angle and primary/secondary breakup models using Jet
A1 at a pressure of 20 bar. The “best” set of models was determined using Statistical
Performance Measures (SPMs) to assess the agreement between the predictions and
measurements for both the droplet sizes and concentrations.
Based on these results, a more limited set of model runs was performed to simulate the
remaining experiments and the model predictions were again compared to the experimental data
using the SPM method to identify which models performed well.

5.2

MAIN FINDINGS

For Jet A1 at 20 bar, where the spray was well atomised, the CFD model was found to be
relatively insensitive to the prescribed spray cone angle and secondary droplet breakup model.
The main effect on the results was from the initial droplet size predicted by the primary breakup
model.
The best performing primary breakup models for the spray centreline predictions of
concentration and droplet size were the Miesse and DNV Phase III JIP RR models. The
centreline predictions of concentration and Sauter Mean Diameter using these models were
within a factor of two of the experiments. The predictions using these models also captured
some of the nuances seen in the experiments, such as the droplet diameter increasing on the
centreline and the smaller droplets drifting to the periphery.
However, a limitation of the Meisse model was that it predicted behaviour for the heated LFO
which was qualitatively incorrect; it gave larger droplet diameters than the ambient temperature
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LFO. The DNV Phase III JIP RR model also had problems for Jet A1 at pressures of 10 bar and
below, and for LFO and hydraulic oil at pressures of 5 to 20 bar, where it predicted droplets that
were much larger than the nozzle diameter. This may reflect the fact that the model was
developed for atomising sprays, whereas the sprays in these cases were not fully atomised.
The experimental results for the hydraulic oil and ambient temperature LFO tests showed an
initially narrow jet and no ignitions were observed at any of the locations. For this reason, the
model comparisons with these results were made on the centreline. The agreement between the
model predictions and experiments was generally poorer in these tests. None of the models were
clearly superior. There is the possibility that the comparison exercise was adversely affected by
the measurements only recording nearly-spherical droplets and missing a large fraction of the
liquid mass, especially near the orifice.

5.3

CONCLUSIONS

The overall conclusion from the validation exercise was that CFD models could provide
reasonably good predictions of the droplet sizes and concentrations for atomising sprays. The
“DNV Phase III JIP RR primary breakup” model provided generally the best agreement with
the experimental data.
For non-atomising sprays or discharges that produced long breakup lengths, the results showed
that CFD models were less reliable. In these cases, the CFD model predicted droplets to occur
where in reality the liquid remained as a continuous liquid stream or long fluid ligaments.
The modelling work suggested that a possible way forward for area classification of high
flashpoint fluids may be to use a criterion based on Weber and/or Ohnesorge number to
determine whether or not a release will atomise and pose a flammability risk. For releases that
do atomise, the work showed that CFD models provide reasonably good predictions of the
droplet size and concentration.
To provide a demonstration of how a CFD model could be used to predict the extent of a
flammable mist cloud, the case of a downward-directed release of Jet A1 was studied for the
range of pressures and hole sizes used within the Energy Institute guidance (EI15). The CFD
results were compared with the EI15 hazard radii for the same hole size and pressure. The EI
guidance uses a LEL of 0.043 kg/m3 to define the flammable envelope, a value that is typical of
the LEL of hydrocarbon vapours. The CFD results showed that the concentration fell to a value
of 0.043 kg/m3 at a somewhat longer distance than that in the EI guidance. This was particularly
the case for lower pressure releases – indeed the CFD predictions were that the distance to the
chosen “LEL” concentration reduced with increasing pressure below about 50 bar release
pressure. The model used to generate the EI guidance assumed a horizontal release, whereas the
CFD modelled a downward vertical release. It may be that this change in geometry was
responsible for some, if not all, of the difference to “LEL”.
It should be noted that the literature review (Gant, 2013) showed that the LEL in quiescent mists
could be much lower than 0.05 kg/m3, by as much as a factor of 10 (i.e. approximately 0.005
kg/m3). These lower concentration ignitions were seen in situations with ignitions at the bottom
of the mist cloud – even where ignitions at the top only occurred at the higher concentrations.
The CFD results suggested that for this particular case, the hazardous area could extend over a
spherical volume with a radius around the release point out to a distance similar to that given in
EI15, but also in a cylindrical zone below that down to the floor.
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6
6.1

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY

In summarising the work of the Joint Industry Project, it is appropriate to return to the four main
areas of work that were planned at the outset:
1. A review of relevant literature to determine the current state of knowledge supporting
area classification for mists, focussing on changes since the last equivalent review
(Eckhoff, 1995).
2. The development of a potential classification scheme for liquids capable of forming
flammable mists. This would allow guidance to be more targeted for different users,
while not requiring case by case calculations.
3. Practical tests on different fluids at a range of pressures to ascertain limiting conditions
for ignition. It was recognised that it would be impractical to cover a large number of
fluids, and that it would not be practical to examine the full extent of the downstream
flammable envelope where this extended for longer distances. Consequently, it was
planned to carry out a limited range of tests and to approach the flammable envelope
radially. The mist conditions at the limiting radii would then be measured, allowing the
ignitable mist to be specified. This would be equivalent to the lower flammable limit for
gases, but could be affected by properties such as liquid flashpoint and droplet size as
well as concentration.
4. Modelling work which would then allow a wider study of the extent of the flammable
envelope. This would use models of the leak behaviour together with the limiting
ignition conditions to define properties important to area classification. These would
include the maximum extent of the flammable cloud and the cloud volume, the latter
allowing the potential to define a lower volume limit for mists, below which the
flammable cloud is so small that ignition would not be hazardous even if it occurred
(equivalent to the Vz concept for gases). The modelling could include simple models,
but would also involve 3D field models (CFD) to include physical behaviours in greater
detail.

6.1.1

Literature Review

The literature review revealed some additional work beyond that covered in the earlier Eckhoff
review. The information was still relatively sparse and sometimes contradictory or inconclusive.
The main conclusions with impact on area guidance were that:
•

Droplet size altered the ignition energy required to start a mist explosion. Larger
droplets required higher ignition energies. For very small droplets, the ignition energy
approached that of the equivalent vapour;

•

The LEL for mists depended on the position of ignition within the cloud. In an
otherwise quiescent mist, ignition lower in the cloud could occur at much lower
concentrations than was needed for vapour ignition (as little as one tenth). In practice,
this could mean that a typical hydrocarbon vapour concentration LEL of between 40
g/m³ and 50 g/m³ could be reduced to circa 5 g/m³ to 10 g/m³;
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•

6.1.2

There were several models for droplet formation that could be incorporated into models
of flammable mist formation. There was no clearly superior model within these.

Fluid Classification

The classification scheme developed for the project showed some merit, in that fluids from
different classes showed differences in ignition behaviour in the way that would be expected.
With the limited test programme, it was not possible to confirm that these four classes would
cover all fluids or that the suggested class boundaries are completely accurate.
For Release-class I (conventional fuels) the exemplar (Jet A1 kerosene) was readily ignited.
For Release-class II (more volatile but less atomising) the exemplar – ambient temperature LFO
released through a simple circular orifice – was difficult to ignite in a free release.
Adding to the atomisation by impinging the ambient temperature release onto a surface created
a more ignitable mist.
A second Release-class I case, created by heating LFO to make it easier to atomise, was readily
ignited.
For Release-class III (less volatile and less atomising), created using hydraulic oil at ambient
temperature, there was no ignition in any of the tests, including tests with impingement.

6.1.3

Experimental Testing

The ignition tests showed that different fluids can have significantly different behaviour and that
for area classification there may be benefit in assessing different classes of release separately.
Overall, the results suggest that the fluid physical properties leading to break-up may be more
significant than other factors, such as pressure.
The hydraulic oil tests showed that low pressure leaks were difficult to ignite in practice. With
higher pressure leaks there was some evidence of ignition, but that in the test environment any
flame rapidly self-extinguished. In the current test rig it was not possible to create a high
pressure release of sufficient extent to allow the initial jet velocity to decay. Leaks at higher
pressure in larger spaces need further assessment.
The measurements of droplet size and concentration showed that the PDA system had problems
measuring some of the leaks. The best performance was with the most ignitable leaks.
Detailed measurements were produced to inform modelling work. However, the PDA results
covered a spectrum from qualitatively very good to the point where the results were too
problematic to be of use. Unfortunately, there appears to be no simple way of assessing how
significant the errors may be in a given dataset. Therefore any modelling work needs to be
cognisant of potential errors in some of the data.
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6.1.4

Modelling

The model validation exercise showed that CFD models could provide reasonably good
predictions of the droplet sizes and concentrations for atomising sprays. The best agreement
with the experimental data was generally provided using the DNV Phase III JIP RR primary
breakup model.
For non-atomising sprays, CFD models were less reliable. In these cases, the use of standard
break-up models within the CFD meant that the model predicted droplets occurring when liquid
actually remained as a continuous liquid stream or long fluid ligaments in the tests. There is no
obvious existing sub-model to predict this behaviour within the CFD approach.
A CFD model was used to predict the extent of a flammable mist cloud of Jet A1 release. The
CFD results were broadly consistent with the existing EI guidance, suggesting a slightly greater
hazard length for a vertically downward release at high release pressures and a significantly
greater hazard length at lower release pressures.

6.2

ADVICE FOR AREA GUIDANCE

6.2.1

Initial Caveats

The work from this Joint Industry Project has advanced knowledge of flammable mist formation
and the ignitability of some small leaks.
The work has only covered a relatively small fraction of the possible release scenarios, and care
is needed in extending the results to a wider range of situations.
For example, the project focus on the effect of different fluid properties means that other
factors, such as the effect of changing hole size, have not been investigated.

6.2.2

Classification of fluids

The JIP classification scheme appears to separate fluids in a potentially useful way. The
classification of a fluid requires calculation of the Ohnesorge Number and the Reynolds
Number for the fluid at the working conditions, based on a 1 mm hole size and 10 bar gauge
pressure:
Oh =

µl
ρ l Dσ l

Re l =

ρ lU l D
µl

Where:

ρl

µl

D

= Density of liquid (kgm-3)
= Diameter of orifice (m) = 0.001 m
= Dynamic viscosity (kgm-1s-1)

Ul

= Velocity of liquid (ms-1)

σl

= Surface tension of liquid (kgs-2).
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The critical Ohnesorge number (predicting the onset of atomisation) is calculated from the
Reynolds Number:

Ohc = 745 Re l−1.22
And the ratio of the actual Ohnesorge number to the critical one is used in classification along
with the flashpoint of the fluid (Table 1).

Table 1: Boundary conditions used for determining Release-class
Ohnesorge Ratio < 2

Ohnesorge Ratio >= 2

Flashpoint >= 125°C

Release-class III

Release-class IV

125°C > Flashpoint > 32°C

Release-class II

Release-class I

Note that the physical properties used to determine the classification of the fluid need to be
those at the worst case for release (the highest operating temperature, for example).

6.2.3

Extent of Flammable Zone

The current project focussed on creating new information in an area where little or no evidence
existed as the basis for guidance. Because of the limited amount of reliable data that could be
generated, any extension of the results to generic guidance would not be appropriate.
For those who need a straightforward recommendation, the limited existing guidance can be
used, for example that given in EI15.
At best, the results reported above should only be used as one input into a considered,
professional examination of a particular problem area.
The EI15 zones assume that the hazardous area is equivalent to the extent of aerosol predicted to
be at an average concentration above a typical flammable gas LEL of 43 g/m³. This differs from
the approach taken with gas releases, where the flammable envelope is typically taken to be
where the average concentration is ½ LEL, as turbulent variations will give instantaneous
concentrations above (and below) that average. It is unknown how much this is true for mists.
For consistency, the comments below make the assumption that any flammable volume is
limited to the distance to an average LEL concentration.
Note that the suggestions below are based on the limited amount of data available from the
project test programme and MUST be treated with caution.
The Release-class MUST be based on the worst case operational conditions for the situation
being considered (that is at the highest operating pressure and using the fluid properties at the
highest operating temperature).
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The “demonstrated range” of behaviour, where the experimental findings can be used, covers 1
mm holes and pressures up to 20 bar. It can reasonably be assumed that larger hole sizes within
the same pressure range will not give the worst ignition behaviour. Hole sizes below 1 mm are
outside the demonstrated range.
Release-class I: As EI15 Category C fluids. For lower pressures 2 the ‘5 bar’ values should be
used.
Release-class II with hole size 1 mm or above and pressure below 20 bar:
No flammable zone if there is no possibility of impingement, otherwise as EI15 Category C
fluids.
Release-class II outside demonstrated range: Unknown – treat as EI15 Category C fluids.
Release-class III with hole size 1 mm or above and pressure below 20 bar: No flammable
zone created.
Release-class III: outside demonstrated range: Unknown - treat as EI15 Category C fluids.
Release-class IV: Unknown – treat as EI15 Category C fluids.

6.2.4

Within the Flammable Zone

If a hazardous zone is identified, only suitable equipment should be installed within that zone.
Since there is currently no standard against which equipment may be certified as safe in a
flammable mist, it is necessary to apply sound technical judgement.
Conventionally equipment with an ingress protection (IP) of 5 (or higher) against liquid ingress
and a surface temperature rating below the autoignition temperature is often specified. Some
other protection concepts could also be used, such as intrinsic safety, encapsulation, or
pressurisation.

6.3

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

6.3.1

Introduction

At the final Steering Committee meeting of this JIP programme of the Oil Mists: Area
Classification, HSE presented three alternative potential next steps:
1. Developing an alternative approach to determining the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL)
for mists in realistic leak scenarios;
2. A study of the break-up into mist of realistic leaks, to improve the modelling approach;
and
3. A study of the practical ignitability of the mist from realistic leaks.
2

Tests on kerosene showed that ignition was possible at all the pressures tested, the lowest of which was ~1.8 bar.g.
There is no clear evidence for the lowest pressure that can form an ignitable mist. A margin of conservatism below
the pressure known to give ignition is strongly suggested. It may be appropriate to consider any Release-class I
situation above 1 bar.g as creating a hazardous zone.
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Outline descriptions of work to address each of the three alternatives are presented below.
There are also two other pieces of relevant work already commissioned elsewhere, which are
relevant to the aims of this JIP:
•
•

HSE have commissioned work to study the performance and limitations of commercial
oil mist detectors.
GENSIP (the Generators Safety & Integrity Programme set up by coal-fired power
station operators to address common issues) have funded a project to look at existing
knowledge on the testing and practical performance of flange guards.

6.3.2

Determining Ignition Limits

6.3.2.1

Goals

The purpose of this work would be to help to clarify the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL) of mists
produced by spray releases of low-flashpoint liquids. We consider that a potential weakness of
the area-classification guidance to date is that it generally assumes that the hazard area
corresponds to the area where the average mist concentration is at a level typical for gas LEL
(40 g/m³ to 50 g/m³). Some of the literature shows that, under laboratory conditions at least,
mists may ignite at much lower concentrations. It is therefore important to gain an
understanding of the actual ignition limits for mist-forming leaks.
The current JIP programme attempted to find practical LEL criteria for mists. It was anticipated
that this would be based on the mass concentration of oil in the mist, but might include
additional factors such as droplet size. This could then be combined with modelling (validated
with the other Programme 1 measurements) in order to predict the distance to the ignition
envelope for a wide range of leak scenarios.
In the current JIP programme, the chosen approach was to look at the conditions where ignition
was just possible at various radial locations across the jet, relatively close to the leak point. This
allowed a range of fluids and pressures to be studied in a relatively compact experimental test
chamber, but it was largely unsuccessful. In part, this was because the fluids under test were for
the most part either readily ignited or could not be ignited at all. For the ignitable conditions, the
ignition envelope was close to the edge of the measurable jet. This, when combined with a
degree of variability in the concentration at the jet edge over time, meant that it was difficult to
assess how well the averaged concentration measurements related to a momentary occurrence of
ignitable mists.
An alternative approach is needed to find the LEL of mists, or at the very least to confirm
whether actual mist ignition distances match those in existing guidance.
The literature review suggested that LEL concentrations also had some directional elements,
suggesting that a vertical downward release when ignited from below may have the lowest limit.
It would be informative to compare leaks in different orientations to check this behaviour.

6.3.2.2

Method
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The hazardous area is typically bounded by the distance to the ignition limit along the centreline
of a jet release.
The suggested approach is to assess this distance in practice, using similar release conditions
and ignition parameters to those in the current JIP programme. This would mean attempting to
ignite the jet release from a leak at a point along its centreline, finding the boundary distance for
ignition to occur.
Based on the EI15 guidance, this could be on the order of 2.5 m or more for the 1 mm hole size
studied in the current programme. If the mist ignition limit really is lower than for gases this
distance could be significantly longer.
It is not practical to carry out these tests in the existing GTRC enclosure, which is only 2.5 m
tall. However, GTRC has both the equipment used to carry out the testing in the current
programme and expertise in its use. If it is possible to modify the GTRC facility, that is likely to
be the preferred location. Alternatively, HSE have a ‘Burn Hall’ at the Buxton site with the
potential for ignition tests up to 10 m from the source in both vertical and horizontal releases.
Another facility on the HSE Buxton site would allow greater horizontal distances if they were
needed – this fire and explosion gallery has been used in previous work on ignition of high
pressure leaks.
The test programme would involve carrying out a series of tests to detect the maximum distance
along the jet centreline at which the leak can be ignited. The tests would be carried out with
kerosene, which has been shown to give ready ignition under the conditions tested so far. Any
non-ignition on the centreline would be a clear demonstration that limiting conditions had been
reached. This would be done for a range of small leaks (e.g. 0.25 mm, 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm) each at
a range of pressures (e.g. 2 bar.g, 5 bar.g, 20 bar.g, 50 bar.g). This gives a total of 48 test
conditions: 24 vertical cases and 24 horizontal.
A further 24 tests would be undertaken to provide centreline droplet size measurements at a
sufficient distance along the jet for any core liquid to have broken up (as determined by
observation / high speed video / flash stills photography). If the work is carried out at GTRC,
this would utilise the PDA system used in the current JIP programme. At HSE’s Buxton site, an
alternative technique, laser diffraction size measurement could be used.
Modelling of the releases would be done by HSE scientists using the CFD method developed in
the current programme. This would give a reasonable estimate of the concentration at the
ignition limits.
The minimum outcome would be a comparison between real leaks and existing hazardous
distance predictions. This would provide a measure of confidence in current assessment
techniques.
If the ignition behaviour can be easily understood, this would provide ignition criteria for
predictive modelling of the fluid class posing the greatest risk. It would also allow the existing
guidance to be extended to smaller hole sizes, which are of interest in some industries.
If the tests show that (once again) the situation is complex, for example if the ignition limit
concentration differs for different release conditions, the data will provide insight into the
processes that might be affecting ignition. In this case, it is likely that further work will be
needed before ignition criteria can be defined but the current JIP programme tests would
provide a steer as to what additional information was required.
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6.3.3

Improving droplet creation models

6.3.3.1

Goal

The aim of this work would be to improve our understanding of the spray break-up process for
low flashpoint liquids like kerosene and hydraulic oil.
The current JIP programme tests showed clearly that many fluids break-up over relatively long
timescales, during which larger masses of unbroken streams or extended ligaments can move a
significant distance from the initial leak point.
Historic studies have focussed on either the behaviour of sprays which break up close to the
nozzle or on whether a jetting fluid breaks up to form fine droplets (much smaller than the
initial hole size) at any point.
Studies on the formation and subsequent break-up of extended liquid cores appear to have
concentrated on internal combustion engine applications, where the break-up is enhanced by
design and spray break-up lengths are a few millimetres at most.
In the current JIP programme, it was seen that there was some production of fine droplets at or
close to the leak point. However, the larger part of the leaking fluid remained in larger ‘globs’
long enough for this to have an effect on the overall hazard distance.
Before effective models can be developed to incorporate this behaviour into hazard distance
predictions, a better physical understanding is needed. Once the significant stages of break-up
for these fluid leaks are understood, models can be proposed and tested against measured
behaviour.
6.3.3.2

Method

The existing test facility at GTRC would be used to repeat both readily ignitable kerosene and
no-ignition hydraulic oil leaks.
Photographic imaging techniques would be used to study how the initial leak actually breaks up,
looking to identify early droplet formation, break-up lengths of the initial ‘pencil jet’, break-up
of larger liquid ‘globs’ and the formation of the final mist. At each stage the proportion of the
leak in small droplets would be assessed.
Flash-lit still photographs or high speed video would be used to provide images showing the
behaviour of the jet, which will then be analysed to provide both qualitative and (where
possible) quantitative measurements of the processes involved in its break-up.
Once the processes are understood, appropriate models will be developed to express the
behaviour. These are most likely to be in the form of equations based on non-dimensional
parameters.
It is also possible that empirical relationships can be incorporated into existing models. For
example, if it was found that the leak behaviour could be reasonably modelled using a ‘break-up
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length’ as an additional offset away from the actual leak point, then an empirical correlation for
break-up length could be added to the hazard distance calculation.
6.3.4

Assessing the ignitability of mists from practical releases

6.3.4.1

Goal

The purpose of this work would be to assess the spark ignition energy and hot surface
temperature needed to ignite mists of low-flashpoint liquids.
The literature survey in the current JIP programme showed evidence that aerosols with larger
droplets could be ignited at lower concentrations, sometimes at as little as 10% of the
corresponding gas LEL. However, larger droplets also require more energy to ignite them.
In an area classification context, the mist will almost always have a wide range of droplet sizes.
For example, the GTRC measurements for LFO at 10 bar showed an aerosol containing droplets
ranging from less than 10 µm to more than 1000 µm in diameter.
In an area-classification context, the likely ignition sources will be either electric (or possibly
mechanical) sparks or hot surfaces. The current work has only considered electric spark
ignition, with a short duration 1J spark.
Previous work on hot surface ignition of oil sprays showed that surface temperatures well above
the flashpoint were required to ignite the spray, but that the actual ignition temperature was
affected by the surface geometry. Concave surfaces, where the droplet residence time at the
surface may be longer, showed ignitions at lower temperatures than convex surfaces.
By assessing the conditions needed to ignite mists created by realistic leaks, practical limits can
be found that will determine if all areas potentially affected by the mist actually need to be
classified.
6.3.4.2

Method

Only leaks producing ignitable concentrations of droplets will be used.
Both kerosene and hydraulic fluid will be tested, to investigate whether higher flashpoint fluids
show the same patterns of behaviour as more ignitable ones.
Visual assessment will determine potential ignition points, either to the side of any central core
in releases with limited break-up, or along the centreline of more fully atomised leaks. Droplet
size analysis at the selected point will provide the spectrum of droplet sizes.
Electrical sparks of increasing strength will be used to test the ignition potential of each case.
Cylindrical cartridge heaters will be used at the same locations to determine whether hot surface
ignition is affected by droplet size.
Tests will be performed for a range of small leaks (e.g. 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm, 2.5 mm), each at a
range of pressures (e.g. 5 bar.g, 10 bar.g, 20 bar.g). This gives a total of 18 test conditions –
with four separate test procedures at each condition: (i) visual assessment of ‘best’ ignition
location, (ii) droplet size measurement, (iii) spark ignition tests, (iv) hot surface ignition tests.
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6.4

CONCLUSIONS

The Joint Industry Project work so far has made some inroads into the difficult problem of area
classification for mist-forming fluids released below their flashpoint.
There remain considerable unknowns, including:
•

Can the behaviour of non-atomising or long break-up length releases be incorporated
into modelling or guidance?

•

How should the reported potential for quiescent mists to ignite at very low
concentrations be addressed?

•

What criteria should be used for defining the flammable zone in modelling approaches?
Is a single criterion (an equivalent LEL) enough?

•

Can any build-up of mist concentration be modelled in enclosures with/without
ventilation?

•

Can a minimum size of mist cloud be defined, below which the consequences of an
ignition are insignificant (similar to the “negligible extent” criteria in IEC 60079-10)?

Nevertheless, the work has shown that:
•

some situations require more care with zoning than may previously have been
expected, particularly lower pressure (<5 bar) systems with Release-class I fluids such
as kerosene;

•

many situations may not need area classification: Release-class III fluids such as
lubricating or hydraulic oils at lower temperatures.
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Area classification for oil mists – final report
of a Joint Industry Project

Many types of industrial equipment can potentially produce
an explosive oil mist if a fault develops. As part of
controlling the risk, the Dangerous Substances and
Explosive Atmospheres Regulations (DSEAR) require risk
based ‘area classification’ in places where oil mists can be
produced. However, information on the conditions in
which a mist can be ignited and continue to burn is limited.
This report summarises the outcome of research done by
Cardiff University and HSE researchers in a Joint Industry
Project co-funded by 14 industry sponsors and HSE.
The research covered: a literature review which showed
that existing information was relatively sparse and
sometimes contradictory or inconclusive (RR980);
development of a draft scheme to group combustible fluids
(RR1108); experimental work which showed that fluids
from each group gave significantly different combustion
behaviour (RR1109, RR1110); computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) modelling (RR1111) which identified that droplet size
and concentration can only be predicted with reasonable
accuracy for some fluid groups and operating conditions.
An important finding from this research has been that
existing models (and industry guidance that uses those
models) only cover a subset of the ways oil leaks can break
up to form mists and how readily those mists can then be
ignited.
This report and the work it describes were funded
through a Joint Industry Project. Its contents, including
any opinions and/or conclusions expressed, are those of
the authors alone and do not necessarily reflect HSE
policy or the views of the Joint Industry Project sponsors.
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